Art For Learning, LLC.
TOTAL ART EXPERIENCE
With Sheryl Intrator Urman, artist and art lecturer
Tuesday, June 19th 2018
The Cloisters with a Twist! Heavenly Bodies Fashion
Blockbuster Costume Exhibition is also at the Cloisters!
How did a Medieval Cloister get to Manhattan? And why? Who were the people
who lived in secluded beautiful monasteries? These are just some of the
questions Sheryl will answer.
Although the vast collection is comprised of mainly religious art, Sheryl will focus on
what isn’t so obvious – the role of women in this Medieval and very Catholic world.
Women in the Middle Ages occupied a number of different social roles, mostly at a
tremendous disadvantage. A woman's situation could vary greatly depending on her
wealth, social standing and religion.
Lean about the expectations placed on women and the realities they lived with, through
the art and architecture presented in a quiet corner of a busy city. See several Stained
Glass Windows in a new light. Be re-introduced to the legend of the Unicorn and more.
Visit the gardens planted according to plans found in medieval documents and poetry.
Learn about the magic of the herbal gardens and courtly love.
Also the Metropolitan Museums latest Costume Exhibition Heavenly Bodies: Fashion
and the Catholic Imagination, is displayed throughout the Cloisters to enhance a
dialogue between fashion and masterworks of religious art. We will examine how
fashion is and can be inspired by religious traditions.
TOTAL ART EXPERIENCE:
You can join us at 12:00 for a light lunch (pay on your own at the Cloister) Or join us at
1:00 for our tour, meet at the admission desk.
$65 : Includes Admission AND 90 min tour
Or
$50: You pay for your own admission, if you are a member or a New York City Resident,
you can pay what you wish, 90 min tour.
Please email ( Artforlearning@yahoo.com ) to reserve a space and send a check made
payable to: Art for Learning, LLC.
SEND CHECK TO: Art For Learning, LLC. 330 Broad Ave, Englewood, NJ 07631

